
UNPARALLELED
VERSATILITY
In the past most IWB carry
backers were made for a
single holster, MatchPoint
USA has changed all of this.
A revolution in concealed
carry, the Universal Carry
Backer can hold just about
any half shell holster in the
world in any carry position for
both left and right handers.

A BETTER
WAY TO CARRY
The Universal Carry Backer eliminates multiple problems associated with leather and textile
holsters. The biggest benefit for concealed carry is the absolute lack of tell-tale printing that
alerts the presence of your firearm to others. Deformation that is often seen in leather and
textile holsters has also been addressed, no more breaking in your holster or wearing it out.
The Universal Carry Backer will not break, warp, deform, or sag .

Our incredibly strong, lightweight Comfortuf 850 material is tough enough to give you a secure
fit, while also being flexible enough to form to your body, giving you all day comfort. The mesh
pattern allows a variety of accessories to be attached to the backing plate while also providing
airflow, taming foul odors and perspiration.

The Universal Carry Backer fromMatchpoint USA is a revolution in IWB carry, you owe it to test
one today. To find out more visit us online atmatchpointusa.com.

The 100%Modular IWB Carry Backer fromMatchPoint USA is the most comfortable,
durable, and hygienic concealed carry backer on the market. The mesh grid allows sweat-
proof breathability along with a variety of angles to mount your firearm and accessories.

ONE BACKING PLATE
THOUSANDS OF COMPONENTS
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Infinitely Customizable

Multiple Carry Positions

Propriety High Tech Polymer

Completely Ambidextrous

Proudly Made in the USA

MATCHPOINT USA
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A REVOLUTION IN IWB CARRY

100%MODULAR IWB

ONE BACKER
ANY HOLSTER
We achieved this by engineering a
small amount of flex, letting the
backing plate warp to the shape of
your shell. You will never need to buy
another IWB holster again.

The Universal Backer fromMatchpoint USA will change how you buy holsters forever. Thinner, lighter, and stronger than
anything else on the market we challenge you to make the comparison. This extremely thin, durable, and flexible concealed
carry backer is completely adjustable for all draw positions including FBI Cant, Straight Draw, and Cross Draw. Not to
mention it's customizable for carry height, body position, and left & right hand users.

The Universal Carry Backer is designed from the
ground up to be a completely modular system. Our
exclusive mesh pattern will fit nearly any holster shell
on the market.

The samemodular grid will let you rotate your firearm
to almost any angle to find the perfect fit for your
body shape, not to mention let you carry accessories
like a multi-tool, extra magazines, or knife.

Each backer is made with our indestructible patent
pending Comfortuf 450 polymer material. This heavy
duty material eliminates printing and deformation in
IWB holsters. Unlike leather or textiles that can
develop unpleasant odors over time; Comfortuf 450 is
anti-microbial, won't absorb sweat, and can be easily
cleaned with warmwater.

Find more at MATCHPOINTUSA.COM

HIGH STRENGTH
Incredible tensile strength

LIGHTWEIGHT
Barely noticeable

FLEXIBLE
Bends to form to your body

ADJUSTABLE
Thousands of combinations

ADJUSTABLE
Thousands of combinations

AMBIDEXTROUS
Invertible & Reversible

COMPATIBLE
Works with any holster
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